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Foreword  
by Chairperson

#FOREWORD 

Dear colleagues,

IN LINE WITH OUR GOOD PRACTICE WE ARE PRESENT-

ING ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2017 BY RESOURCE & ANALYSIS 

CENTER “SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT”.

THE AGENDA OF OUR THINK TANK IS SHAPED BY ONGO-

ING REFORMS IN OUR COUNTRY, AS WELL AS MAJOR IN-

TERNATIONAL AND EUROPEAN TRENDS. THEREFORE OUR 

KEY FOCUS IN 2017 WAS ON PRO-EUROPEAN REFORMS IN 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION SECTOR, IN PARTICULAR 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL 

DIMENSIONS OF THE EU-UKRAINE ASSOCIATION AGREE-

MENT.

In addition to our regular monitoring of the state of implementa-

tion of Ukraine’s obligations under the Association Agreement, 

we kept a sharp eye on environmental and climate change agenda 

in the EU. Our aim was to bring most acute European issues into 

national discourse by stakeholders in Ukraine. This resulted in 

monthly reviews and policy papers, which we offered for discus-
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#FOREWORD 

sion in 2017. The policy papers addressed climate diplomacy, environ-

ment in trade policies and environmental implementation review. 

A new area of our activity in 2017 was working in regions and for re-

gions. We carried out a research of the regional dimension of the im-

plementation of the EU-Ukraine Association agreement and launched 

a series of regional round tables to discuss challenges that the regions 

are facing on Ukraine’s path to the EU.

Cooperation under EU-Ukraine Civil Society Platform enhanced our 

impact on environmental reforms in Ukraine, while our membership 

in the the Ukrainian Think Tanks Liaison Office in Brussels provided 

better access by European audience to our policy products. Partner-

ships with European organizations strengthened involvement of our 

Center in promoting compliance with the Aarhus and Espoo conven-

tions in Europe.

In 2018 we plan to continue implementing activities within our three 

programs: European Integration Processes in the Field of Environmen-

tal Protection, Human Rights and Environment, and Social and Labour 

Challenges. 

Using this occasion, I express our gratitude to all our partners, donors, 

events participants, subscribers and all others caring for the environ-

ment for being with us during the year 2017.

Nataliya Andrusevych,

Chair of the Governing Board
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#ABOUT US 

RESOURCE AND ANALYSIS CENTER “SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT” 
IS A THINK-TANK NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION FOCUSING ON EN-
VIRONMENTAL POLICY AND LAW RESEARCH, CAPACITY BUILDING 
AND IMPLEMENTATION OF INNOVATIVE INITIATIVES IN UKRAINE 
AND REGIONALLY (EASTERN EUROPE, CAUCASUS AND CENTRAL 
ASIA). THE CENTER WAS FOUNDED IN 2006.

 
Our three working programs are: 
  European Integration Processes in the Field of Environmental Protection (ENP, 
Eastern Partnership, EU-Ukraine Association Agreement, approximation of legis-
lation) 

  Human Rights and Environment (international environmental agreements and 
compliance, environmental dimension of the Energy Community, environmental 
policy instruments, green growth indicators, political processes and environment) 

  Social and Labour Challenges (labour disputes, social dimension of the EU-
Ukraine Association Agreement).

Mission:
Environment 3D — relevant and timely analysis for meaningful changes in society
Vision:
Environment and human being are in the focus of state policy
Values:

Professionalism:
capacity to use our knowledge and skills in a team to achieve a result, while con-
stantly developing and building them

Tolerance:
to hear different ideas, politely present ideas inside and outside organization

Creativity:
ability to go beyond frames in work

Commitment:
endurance in believes and values

Openness:
we are transparent, accountable and responsible in our work.

About me 
(succinctly  
enough)
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#PLANS FOR 2017 

Key tasks from my Annual Work 

Plan for 2017:

#Ukraine and the EU

  Every day: To keep a sharp eye 

on how Ukraine is implementing 

Association Agreement with the 

European Union (environmental & 

social dimension) 

  Every week: To raise awareness 

about the Association Agreement 

with the EU in environmental and 

social matters

  Every month: To support public 

dialogue and provide policy analy-

sis for effective implementation of 

the Association Agreement with 

the EU

  Every quarter: To raise capacity to 

monitor and implement the Asso-

ciation Agreement with the EU

  Focus: To assess impacts on the 

environment by the free trade area 

between Ukraine and the EU

#Environmental policy reforms  

& compliance

  Every day: to monitor national en-

vironmental reforms and support 

with policy analysis

  Every week: to promote compliance 

with the Aarhus and Espoo Con-

ventions

  Every month: to raise awareness 

through Environmental Policy and 

Law Review

  Focus: to promote SDGs and green 

growth

#Personal growth

 Every weekend: Wing salon

 [Classified]

 [Classified]

The first day  
of the year...  

I’d take some days off,  

but I’ve planned so much 

already:
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IN 2017 WE PRODUCED FIVE POLICY PAPERS, ONE RESEARCH PAPER 

AND SERIES OF MONITORING REPORTS. ALL OF THESE POLICY 

DOCUMENTS ADDRESSED PRO-EUROPEAN ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY 

REFORMS IN UKRAINE.

#regional context of Association Agreement 

We carried out a comprehensive research of the implementation process of 

the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement in regional context. This research 

covered intersection of three major reforms in Ukraine: implementation of 

the Association Agreement, decentralization and regional development. Our 

goal was to understand how the Association Agreement affects local level, 

how local communities are involved in drafting and implementing environ-

mental reforms, and how local interests are reflected when planning key 

environmental reforms. Three products were developed:

 

Regional context of the implementation of the environmental 

dimension of the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement. Research 

paper (189 pages) (in Ukrainian) (2017)

How current pro-European environmental policy reforms affect local authorities? 

Does  decentralization take account of environmental challenges? Is regional devel-

opment policy in line with environmental reforms planned under implementation of 

the Association Agreement?

My key policy  
papers in 2017.  
Not much?!.

#POLICY  
PRODUCTS 
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#POLICY  
PRODUCTS 

Regional context of the implementation of the environmental di-

mension of the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement: Key Conclu-

sions. Policy paper  (31 page) (in Ukrainian) (2017)

What should be the role of local authorities in implementing the Association Agree-

ment by Ukraine? What are key challenges that the regions are facing in this process?

Ukraine and the Association Agreement: Local dimension in energy 

and environmental reforms (72 pages)(in Ukrainian)(2017)

This policy paper was produced in cooperation with several other 

partner organizations.

What are the benefits for local communities from pro-European reforms in energy and 

environment sectors? Is decentralization coherent with implementation of the Association 

Agreement? Will this improve local well-being and business climate?

#European guides to green reforms

We started a project to raise awareness and capacity in Ukraine about en-

vironmental policy developments and experience in the EU. Our goal is to 

strengthen Ukraine’s capacity to keep pace with the EU while implementing 

EU environmental acquis. Under this project in 2017 we produced two policy 

papers: on climate diplomacy and environmental implementation review. Both 

papers fit perfectly into political agenda of Ukraine: climate change is one of 

the key priorities of environmental policy and de-regulation is a key political 

context for all on-going reforms. 
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Implementing Environmental Obligations in De-regulation Context in 

the EU: Best practices for Ukraine (41 page)(in Ukrainian)(2017)

What’s Environmental Implementation Review? How it works and why the EU launched 

it? What were key conclusions made? How can this model be used in Ukraine?

EU Climate Diplomacy: Conclusions and Recommendations 

for Ukraine (39 pages)(in Ukrainian)(2017)

(in partnership with Legal Analytics Center)

Evolution of global climate diplomacy. EU’s role in climate diplomacy. How does 

it affect Ukraine and its national climate change policy? 

#Trade & Environment

Ukraine is keen on accessing foreign markets. Two free trade areas were es-

tablished recently: with the European Union and Canada. This raises a cluster 

of issues relating to the environmental protection: Is trade promoting sus-

tainable development? What are environmental factors and challenges affect-

ing trade? How an increased trade may affect local environment? In 2017 we 

started a public discussion over these and other questions. 

#POLICY  
PRODUCTS 
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Environmental issues in the context of EU and Ukraine trade 

policies: on the way to sustainable development (38 pages)(In 

Ukrainian)(2017)

How does the EU assure sustainability of its foreign trade policy? Does Ukraine’s 

trade policy take account of environmental issues? How EU-Ukraine free trade 

area can affect the environment? Is there a way to address this under the As-

sociation Agreement?

#Monitoring reforms

Major reforms are taking place in energy and environment sectors of 

Ukraine, guided by its obligations under the Association Agreement with the 

EU. As a partner organization is a multi-year project lead by Dixi Group we 

are responsible for monitoring implementation of environment and climate 

related obligations under the Association Agreement.

Energy Reforms: Monitoring progress towards implementa-

tion of the Association Agreement in energy and environment 

sectors. Together with our partners in 2017 we developed monthly monitoring 

reports, available in English and Ukrainian. 

How to prevent a storm? Annual Monitoring Report on 

Ukraine’s Progress in Implementation the EU-Ukraine Asso-

ciation Agreement in the Areas of Energy and Environment 

for 2016.

#POLICY  
PRODUCTS 
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#SUPPORTING 
PUBLIC DEBATE
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WE HAVE HOSTED AND FACILITATED A NUMBER OF PUBLIC 
DISCUSSIONS IN 2017. MOST OF THEM WERE TO PRESENT AND 
DISCUSS OUR FINDINGS WITH KEY POLICY-MAKERS AT ALL LEVELS. 
GETTING OUR AUDIENCE TO THE TABLE IS NOT ALWAYS EASY, 
ESPECIALLY IN THE REGIONS. FOR THIS REASON, ORGANIZING 
EVENTS OUTSIDE KYIV (THE CAPITAL OF UKRAINE) WAS 
INEVITABLE IN 2017, THOUGH A CHALLENGING TASK.  

#Talking to regions

We planned a series of round tables to discuss environmental reforms with lo-

cal authorities all over Ukraine. Our goals included raising regions’ awareness 

about on-going environmental reforms, presenting key findings of our re-

search paper and getting feedback from local authorities and NGOs. In 2017 

we organized the first two of such events:

   Dec 13, 2017, Kyiv: Implementing environmental pillar of the 

Association Agreement: regional dimension. Kyiv, Kyiv region 

and Chernigiv region.
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#SUPPORTING 
PUBLIC DEBATE

  Dec 21, 2017, Vinnytsia: Implementing environmental pillar 

of the Association Agreement: regional dimension. For Vin-

nytsia and Zhytomyr regions. 

#Building new agenda 

We effectively contribute to environmental policy development 

in Ukraine through building agenda and dialogue at national 

level, in particular in the context of pro-European reforms. In 

2017 we organized two public events for national-level stake-

holders:

  Sep 26, 2017, Kyiv: European guides to green 

reforms: Environmental Implementation Re-

view and Climate Diplomacy.

  Dec 19, 2017, Kyiv: European guides to green reforms: Envi-

ronmental Dimension of Trade Policy. 

#Collaborating with energy sector

We continued our strategic partnership with the energy sector think-tanks 

and initiatives. In particular,  in 2017 we hosted a regional conference for 

Extracting Industry Transparency Initiative in Ukraine and co-organized sev-

eral press-events with our partners:
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  Feb 12, 2017, Lviv: Improving well-being of local communities 

through transparency of extracting industry.

  April 21, 2017, Kyiv: How to prevent a storm: pres-

entation of annual monitoring of the EU-Ukraine 

Association Agreement implementation  

  September 6, 2017, Kyiv: European reforms in energy sec-

tor: agenda for the government till end of the year

  December 17, 2017, Kyiv: Annual monitoring results of the EU-Ukraine 

Association Agreement implementation.

#SUPPORTING 
PUBLIC DEBATE
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#RAISING AWARENESS 
& OUTREACH

Well, research is good. 

Reaching to people is 

a must: with simple 

words, attractive images 

and easy-to-understand 

infographics. 

REACHING OUR AUDIENCE IS NOT ALWAYS EASY, ESPECIALLY 
PEOPLE ACTIVE IN OTHER SECTORS. WE WERE PERSISTENT IN 
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY MAKING PROCESS IN UKRAINE MORE 
TRANSPARENT AND CLOSER TO CITIZENS. THIS IS DONE BY 
APPLYING SPECIAL COMMUNICATION TOOLS AND POLICIES AT 
OUR CENTER. IN 2017 WE FOCUSED ON USING FOUR PRACTICAL 
INSTRUMENTS TO RAISE AWARENESS AND INVOLVE MORE PEOPLE.

Environmental Policy and Law Review. We continued to regularly inform our 

subscribers about key developments in Ukraine’s about environmental protection. Each issue 

included two briefs highlighting important events or decisions (“highlights”) and a brief 

one-page analytical brief (“blitz-analytics”). Despite lacking resources, in 2017 the Review 

remained available in English as well.
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#RAISING AWARENESS 
& OUTREACH

Environment and Climate: Review of the EU environmental and 

climate policy. This is a new periodic electronic publication, which we launched 

in 2017 to inform Ukrainian audience about on-going discussions and developments 

in the EU in the areas of environment and climate change. Our goal is to help 

stakeholders to keep up with the EU while, for example, shaping major environmental 

policies and instruments, such as environmental impact assessment or wastes. 

Blitz-Interviews and Info-Cards of the EU directives and regula-

tions in social protection and labour issues. Each instrument was present-

ed in two simple-languages sheets: an improvised interview and a more formal infor-

mation card. This was the only activity we continued to implement in 2017 within our 

Social & Labour Challenges Program and covered four directives: 79/7/EEC, 89/391/

EC, 89/654/EC, 2009/104/EU.

Social media and web-site

In 2017 we heavily used our Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/
SocietyandEnvironment) and web-site (www.rac.org.ua) to reach more 
audience. Facebook continues to be widely used in Ukraine among policy-
makers and, therefore, is an effective tool to communicate to them.  
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#AARHUS  
& ESPOO

IN COOPERATION WITH EEB, OEKOBURO AND EUROPEAN 
ECO FORUM, IN 2017 WE INVESTED SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS 
TO PROMOTE IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPLIANCE 
WITH THE AARHUS AND ESPOO CONVENTIONS. THESE 
INTERNATIONAL LEGAL INSTRUMENTS CONTINUE TO PLAY 
IMPORTANT ROLE IN CITIZENS’ EFFORTS TO PRESERVE THE 
ENVIRONMENT IN EUROPE.

   We were providing assistance to NGOs from various countries to 

effectively use available compliance mechanisms under the Aarhus 

Convention, Espoo Convention and Protocol on Strategic Environ-

mental Assessment. Outcomes of some cases were far-reaching for 

countries and produced serious changes in national frameworks. In 

2017 this resulted in heavy counter-strikes by some countries and 

nuclear lobby at national and international levels. 
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#AARHUS  
& ESPOO

   At Minsk Meeting of the Parties to the Espoo Convention (June 

13-16, 2017) we worked with our colleagues to make sure the coun-

tries, which were found violating the convention, are adequately 

addressed by relevant decisions. Negotiations were so hard, that 

the whole compliance element of the agenda was postponed till an 

extra-ordinary session to be held in 2018-2019.

   At Budva Meeting of the Parties to the Aarhus Convention (Sep-

tember 11-15, 2017) we worked hard to prevent weakening the 

compliance mechanism under the Convention (which is widely used 

by NGOs from all European countries, including the EU). This 

included exhausting negotiations over the new composition of the 

Compliance Committee and draft decisions on non-compliance by a 

number of parties.
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#PARTNERSHIPS 
& COOPERATION

WE WERE ACTIVELY BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS WITH 

OTHER THINK-TANKS AND CITIZENS ORGANIZA-

TIONS PROMOTING BETTER ENVIRONMENT IN EU-

ROPE AND EUROPEAN CHOICE BY UKRAINE. THE 

MOST IMPORTANT FORMAL PLATFORMS FOR OUR 

COOPERATION WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS IN 

2017 INCLUDED:

  EU-Ukraine Civil Society Platform (EU-Ukraine CSP). 

The platform was established under the Association Agreement with the 

EU with a mandate to monitor its implementation. We continued to 

coordinate Working Group 5 “Transport, Energy, Environment and 

Climate Change” of the Ukrainian Side of the EU-Ukraine CSP. This, 

in particular, included development and presentation of a special report 

on environment in Brussels at the 4th meeting the EU-Ukraine CSP in 

May 2017. 
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#PARTNERSHIPS 
& COOPERATION

  The Ukrainian Think Tanks Liaison Office in Brussels. 

The office was established in March 2014, it is an association of Ukrainian 

think tanks with a unique focus on joint action at the EU level to advance 

reforms within Ukraine and the European integration of Ukraine. In 

2017 we participated in its annual event in Brussels: UkraineLab 2017.

  European Environmental Bureau (EEB). The EEB is Europe’s 

largest network of environmental citizens' organisations. It brings togeth-

er around 140 civil society organisations from more than 30 European 

countries. Our Center is a full member organization of EEB, which helps 

us to cooperate and keep pace with European partners.
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#2017  
IN NUMBERS

Numbers 
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   15 issues of Environmental Policy and Law Review

   13 monitoring reports 

   7 issues of Environment and Climate: Review of the EU environmental and 

climate policy 

     5 public events

     5 policy papers

     5 staff members

   4 EU directives information cards

     4 EU directives blitz-interviews

     1 research paper

Budget:

   Expenditures:  UAH 1,271,964

   Revenues: UAH  1,730,904

Selected projects: 

   Promoting compliance with the Aarhus Convention (in partnership with EEB, Oekoburo 
and Earth Justice)

   Promoting European Reforms in the Field of Environment and Climate Change in Ukraine 

(financial support of International Renaissance Foundation, Civic Synergy project)

   Regions’ View: Implementation of the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement in the Field of 
Environment (financial support of the EU though the Institute for Economic Research and 

Policy Consulting projects “Regions for Reforms)

     Enhancing Impact of Civil Society in Monitoring and Policy Dialogue on Energy and Re-
lated Sectors’ Reforms in Line with the Association Agreement Implementation (financial 
support of the EU through Dixi Group project)


